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Flow separation control over a pitching airfoil
using an oscillatory jet
By S. Hahn

AND

D. You

With the recent success in controlling various separating flows using a temporally oscillatory zero-net-mass-flux jet (synthetic jet), our objective is to devise efficient and universal control algorithms using synthetic jets for a full suppression of dynamic stall, which
would substantially improve the performance of various rotorcraft. For this long-term
goal, suitability of Unsteady Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes Simulations (URANS)
as a computational tool for synthetic-jet design is first examined in the present study,
and flow over a NACA0015 airfoil pitching about the quarter chord with α(t) = 13 ◦ +
5◦ sin(ωp t) and k = ωp c/2U = 0.1 at the chord Reynolds number of Re = 300, 000 is
computed using the v 2 –f turbulence model. Several cases controlled by a synthetic jet are
also computed. A large deviation from the experiment is observed for both uncontrolled
and controlled cases, which suggests that currently available turbulence models should be
significantly improved to account for the correct dynamics of a separated shear layer and
unsteady separation/reattachment. The URANS results also demonstrate challenging
aspects of dynamic-stall control, indicating the necessity of introducing more sophisticated control strategies, such as intermittent control, feedback loop, or combination with
large-scale spatial modulations.

1. Motivation and objectives
Dynamic stall refers to complex unsteady flow phenomena associated with an airfoil in
pitching motion. The onset of stall is delayed to a higher angle of attack with a pitching
airfoil compared to a static airfoil, due to the response time required for the boundary
layer to separate. However, once stall finally occurs over a pitching airfoil, the flow is
typically characterized by a strong vortex shed from the leading edge (so-called dynamicstall vortex), which leads to a precipitous change in lift, a sharp increase in drag, and a
nose-down pitching moment. Furthermore, intense airload fluctuations can cause flight
instability, significant stresses on the blade, and flow-induced noise. These detrimental
influences of dynamic stall prevent the benefit of stall-delay and its corresponding liftenhancement from being fully utilized.
In particular, dynamic stall is of great concern to rotorcraft, turbomachinery, and
wind-turbine applications, where multiple blades are configured in a rotary motion. For
example, due to the difference in the relative wind speed, a helicopter in forward flight has
an inherent imbalance between lift forces on the advancing and retreating sides. In order
to rectify the uneven lift distribution, retreating blades are pitched up, thus becoming
more prone to dynamic stall. For this reason, dynamic stall has been a crucial factor
in limiting the flight envelope (especially the maximum cruise speed) and aeroelasticstability of helicopters. Development of efficient control strategies for full suppression of
dynamic stall would substantially improve the performance of various rotorcraft.
In spite of the obvious importance, even a basic understanding of the underlying physics
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in dynamic stall is still a challenging task. The reasons for this can be summarized as
follows:
(1) Numerous flow parameters affect dynamic stall, such as mean angle of attack,
pitching amplitude, and frequency. The resulting flow can be largely different depending
on the actual combination of these parameters (for example, light stall versus deep stall).
(2) URANS simulation is the only currently feasible computational tool to simulate
the actual working conditions in most practical applications. However, dynamic stall
involves grossly moving separation and reattachment (quite often the separation point
moves from the trailing to the leading edge), where the presently available turbulence
models perform poorly (Srinivasan et al. 1995; Ekaterinaris & Platzer 1997).
(3) The range of pitching frequencies of most interest is quite low (k = ωp c/2U ∼ 0.1).
Together with the small-scale fluctuations in the boundary or separated shear layers, this
leads to a computational problem that is extremely stiff.
Recently, a temporally oscillatory zero-net-mass-flux (ZNMF) jet (usually referred to
as synthetic jet; Glezer and Amitay 2002) has proved to be a promising tool to control
various separating flows (Glezer et al. 2005). Many experimental studies also showed
that synthetic jets can efficiently modify separation characteristics and hence lead to a
remarkable enhancement of airfoil performance on pitching and static airfoils (Seifert et
al. 1993; Seifert et al. 1996; Seifert and Pack 1999; Greenblatt & Wygnanski 1998, 2001,
2002a, b; Greenblatt et al. 2001a, b). Despite this success, detailed knowledge about the
mechanism for synthetic-jet control is still lacking. Due to the fundamental difficulties in
dynamic-stall physics previously stated, a clear understanding of the underlying mechanism is essential to refine control parameters such as the control location, actuation
amplitude, and frequency. More specifically, (1) suggests that the control performance
can strongly depend on dynamic-stall parameters. For the optimal result, a different set
of control parameters may have to be chosen depending on the actual flow condition.
Therefore, it would be more desirable to construct a single universal control strategy
that is applicable to various kinds of flow. On the other hand, (2) suggests that the
applicability of URANS as a computational tool for synthetic-jet design should be also
examined carefully. Note that this issue is also related to the control mechanism. For example, if the mechanism is associated with a generation of large-scale organized structures
like shear-layer vortices, contemporary turbulence models may be suited to synthetic-jet
control by possibly adjusting some model constants. However, if it is attributed to the
augmentation of small-scale turbulence, URANS results may be considerably inaccurate.
As an initial step toward the previously mentioned long-term goals, this paper addresses the issue of URANS suitability. Computational aspects of the URANS code used
are presented in Section 2. URANS results for both the uncontrolled and controlled
flows over a pitching airfoil are provided in Section 3, followed by a summary and brief
description of the ongoing and future work in Section 4.

2. Computational details
For URANS simulations, the Stanford University multi-block (SUmb; formerly known
as TFLO) code is used. In SUmb, the unsteady compressible RANS equations are solved
using a cell-centered discretization on arbitrary multi-block meshes. For the mean flow,
the solution procedure is based on efficient explicit modified Runge-Kutta methods with
several convergence acceleration techniques such as multi-grid, residual averaging, and
local-time-stepping. These techniques, multi-grid in particular, provide excellent numer-
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ical convergence and fast solution turnaround. Two different kinds of numerical dissipation schemes are implemented in this solver: the Jameson-Schmidt-Turkel (JST)
switched scheme (Jameson et al. 1981) and the more refined convective upwind split
pressure (CUSP) dissipation model (Jameson 1995a, b), which provides sharper resolution of shock waves and contact discontinuities at a moderate increase in computational
cost. The dual-time-stepping technique (Jameson 1991; Alonso et al. 1995; Belov et al.
1996) is used for time-accurate simulations that account for the various sources of flow
unsteadiness. Combining this scheme with multi-grid is highly advantageous in achieving
scalability to large numbers of processors for arbitrarily complex geometries, because all
the involved inner iterations are fully explicit.
On the other hand, turbulence variables are solved in a segregated manner from the
mean flow. They are solved on the finest-level grids at each mean-flow multi-grid cycle to
provide updated values for eddy viscosity and turbulent kinetic energy to the mean flow
solver. Diffusion and convective terms are discretized with second-order central and firstorder upwind differences, respectively, whereas the time derivative is discretized with the
first-order forward difference. Weighted local time steps and approximate factorization
are used to overcome the inherent stiffness of the turbulence equations and thus to
facilitate convergence (Kalitzin 2000). Currently incorporated turbulence closures include
Spalart-Allmaras (Spalart & Allmaras 1994), k–ω (Wilcox 1993), SST (Menter 1994), and
v 2 –f (Durbin 1995) models.
SUmb is parallelized using domain decomposition, a single program multiple data
(SPMD) strategy, and the message passing interface (MPI) standard. The multi-block
strategy facilitates the treatment of arbitrarily complex geometries using a series of structured blocks with point-to-point matching at their interfaces, which ensures global conservation of the flow variables. A prescribed connectivity provides information on the
inter-block structure that allows for arbitrary orientations of the blocks. Two layers of
halo cells are used for inter-block information transfer, and an efficient communication
scheme is implemented for the halo cell data structures. The load of each processor is
balanced on the basis of a combination of the amount of computation and communication
that each processor performs. Communication of halo cell values is conducted at every
stage of the Runge-Kutta integration and at every level of the multi-grid cycle to guarantee fast convergence rates. Detailed information on the validation and performance of
SUmb is available in Yao et al. (2001).

3. Suitability of URANS as a computational tool for synthetic-jet design
In order to examine the validity of URANS as a computational means for syntheticjet design, a test case is chosen from the experiment by Greenblatt and Wygnanski
(2001). Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the flow configuration. In this case, a
NACA0015 airfoil at the chord (c) Reynolds number of Re = 300, 000 is pitching about
the quarter-chord location with α(t) = 13◦ + 5◦ sin(ωp t), where the reduced pitching
frequency is k = ωp c/2U = 0.1. Note that this is a rather stringent test condition
for URANS since the mean attack angle of α0 = 13◦ corresponds to the static stall
angle, where the characteristics of unsteady separation may be especially sensitive to
the performance of the turbulence model. A synthetic jet is applied to the base flow via
a velocity boundary condition at the wall, where the jet velocity varies sinusoidally in
time with the tophat profile inside the slot. We have also conducted a parametric study
varying synthetic-jet parameters such as the slot location (Xs ), actuation direction (β),
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of a pitching airfoil.

Case ID

Xs /c

h/c

β

f+

Cµ

L1
L2
L3
F1
F2

0 (leading edge)
0 (leading edge)
0 (leading edge)
0.75
0.75

3.95 × 10−3
1.39 × 10−2
1.39 × 10−2
4.11 × 10−3
1.31 × 10−2

90◦
45◦
45◦
90◦
45◦

0.6
0.6
2.4
0.6
2.4

0.1%
0.2%
0.2%
0.1%
0.2%

Table 1. Case description for the parametric study.

frequency (f + ≡ f Xte /U , where Xte = c − Xs is the distance from the trailing edge to
2
the slot location), and jet momentum coefficient (Cµ ≡ ρ huJ i h/ 12 ρU 2 c, where huJ i is
the rms jet velocity). The parameter values chosen are summarized in Table 1.
3.1. URANS prediction for the uncontrolled flow
Figures 2 and 3 show the temporal evolution of the vorticity field and airload prediction,
respectively, for the uncontrolled base flow computed using the v 2 –f model. During the
upstroke, the initially fully attached flow begins to separate at the trailing edge. As the
incidence of the airfoil becomes higher, the separation point gradually moves toward the
leading edge and the lift increases (Figs. 2b and 3b). Soon after the initiation of the
downstroke, the separation reaches the vicinity of the leading edge and the separated
shear layer forms a large dynamic-stall vortex (DSV). As the DSV matures in size and
strength, its low pressure dominates the rear part of the upper airfoil surface, leading
to a sharp increase in the nose-down pitching moment (Figs. 2c, 3a, and 3d). However,
the DSV soon induces an equally strong trailing-edge vortex with the opposite sign of
rotation. Due to the interaction between the two, the DSV partially impinges on the
tail of the upper airfoil surface, resulting in transient oscillations in the airload histories
and a sudden drop in lift (Figs. 2d, 3a, and 3b). As the downstroke progresses further,
the separated shear layer eventually reattaches to the airfoil surface. As the incidence
decreases, the reattachment point moves toward the trailing edge and the flow ultimately
becomes fully attached, which completes the flow development for one pitching cycle.
As can be seen from the airload measurements by Greenblatt and Wygnanski (2001)
presented in Fig. 3, the URANS prediction substantially deviates from the experimental result. The experimental result shows much milder airload variations without any
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Figure 2. Vorticity contours along with streamlines for the uncontrolled base flow computed
using the v 2 –f model: (a) ωp t = 2nπ; (b) ωp t = 2nπ + 21 π (instant of maximum incidence); (c)
ωp t = 2nπ + 0.65π (instant of maximum nose-down moment); (d) ωp t = 2nπ + 0.733π (instant
of minimum lift); (e) ωp t = 2nπ + π; (f) ωp t = 2nπ + 32 π (instant of minimum incidence).

transient fluctuations during the downstroke, whereas the URANS results exhibit characteristics typical of deep stall. In addition to the v 2 –f model, the base flow was computed
using the Spalart-Allmaras model, the results of which are denoted as dashed lines in
Figs. 3(b–d). Although the Spalart-Allmaras model shows a slower recovery from tran-
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Figure 3. Airload prediction for the uncontrolled base flow: (a) pressure coefficient computed us, ωp t = 2nπ;
, ωp t = 2nπ + 12 π (instant of maximum incidence);
ing the v 2 –f model;
, ωp t = 2nπ+0.65π (instant of maximum nose-down moment);
, ωp t = 2nπ+0.733π
, ωp t = 2nπ + π;
, ωp t = 2nπ + 23 π (instant of min(instant of minimum lift);
imum incidence); (b–d) lift, drag, and moment coefficients versus α(t);
, v 2 –f ;
,
Spalart-Allmaras; •, Greenblatt & Wygnanski (2001).

sient oscillations during the downstroke, the degree of discrepancy from the experiment
is virtually the same as the v 2 –f model. As previously stated, the poor predictive performance of the turbulence models may partly result from the stringency of the present
test conditions, but it is clear that there is a fundamental limitation in applying URANS
to flows with wide-range motion of separation and reattachment.
3.2. URANS prediction for the synthetic-jet control
Figure 4 shows the variation of the lift coefficient computed using the v 2 –f model for
flows controlled by a synthetic jet. The experimental result presented in Fig. 4(a) shows
that the synthetic jet remarkably prohibits dynamic stall, leading to a drastic elimination
of lift hysteresis while nearly maintaining the lift augmentation during the upstroke. Note
that the synthetic-jet parameters for this experiment are mostly the same as those for the
L1 case, except that the jet direction is tangential to the airfoil surface (β = 0 ◦ ). On the
other hand, the URANS computations for various controlled cases show less success in
general. In the case of leading-edge control (Figs. 4b–d), the flow sensitively responds to
the actuation and the sudden drop of lift at the beginning of the downstroke is partially
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Figure 4. Lift coefficient versus α(t): (a) uncontrolled case; (b) L1; (c) L2; (d) L3; (e) F1;
(f) F2.
, uncontrolled case with the v 2 –f model;
, uncontrolled case with the
Spalart-Allmaras model; •, uncontrolled case from Greenblatt & Wygnanski (2001); ◦, leading-edge controlled case from Greenblatt & Wygnanski (2001);
, controlled cases with the
, phase average for controlled cases.
v 2 –f model;

impeded (most notably for the L3 case in Fig. 4d). Nonetheless, for the cases with a
lower forcing frequency (f + = 0.6; Figs. 4b and c), the lift fluctuations introduced by
actuation are undesirably large, although the lift hysteresis is greatly reduced in the
phase-averaged sense (especially for the L2 case in Fig. 4c). Leading-edge control is also
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Figure 5. Vorticity contours along with streamlines at the instant of maximum incidence: (a)
uncontrolled case; (b) L1; (c) L2; (d) L3; (e) F1; (f) F2.

accompanied by a substantial loss in lift during the upstroke and the later stages of
downstroke where flow reattachment occurs. This is more prominent for the L2 and L3
cases with the forcing direction of β = 45◦ (Figs. 4c and d). Meanwhile, in the case of
control at Xs = 0.75c, the flow is shown to be much less sensitive to excitations, yielding
only a marginal improvement in preventing a decrease in lift.
Figure 5 shows the vorticity field at the instant of maximum incidence for all the
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controlled cases. It shows that leading-edge control generates shear-layer vortices that
dominate the flow. One of the known mechanisms by which synthetic jets control stationary or slightly moving separation is the facilitation of organized vortex formation, which
promotes mixing between near-wall, low-momentum fluid and outer, high-momentum
fluid, thus suppressing separation. In the present base flow, however, the separation
point transverses the entire airfoil from the trailing to the leading edge. In this situation,
the shear-layer vortices only partially influence the separation. At a higher airfoil incidence, they are simply swept away from the airfoil surface and act like a DSV, and fail
to effectively transport high-momentum fluid near the wall. On the other hand, control
at Xs = 0.75c introduces only marginal disturbances to the flow and the global flow
features remain virtually unchanged from the uncontrolled flow, consistent with the observations in Fig. 4. These disturbances may affect the interaction between the DSV and
the trailing-edge vortex, as shown in Fig. 2(d), but they are not sufficient to completely
prevent the separation from moving further upstream during the upstroke.
It is difficult to precisely evaluate the adequacy of URANS for synthetic-jet control
under the present circumstances, since URANS results are considerably inaccurate, even
for the base flow. Indeed, the less favorable performance of the synthetic jet in the
present URANS might originate partially from the difference in jet direction. In the case
of β = 0◦ used in the experiment, streamwise momentum is added to the flow during the
blowing phase while high-momentum fluids are pulled toward the wall during the suction
phase. Therefore, both the blowing and suction phases tend to counteract the separation,
resulting in better control performance. In any case, the present URANS clearly shows
that the evolution of a separated shear layer into organized vortices is a key element in
synthetic-jet control. Two elements should be noted regarding the reliability of URANS
for synthetic-jet design: (1) the behavior of a separated shear layer subject to unsteady
disturbances, and (2) the precise dynamics of unsteady separation and reattachment.
Although the validity of URANS for synthetic-jet control is still questionable, the
present URANS results offer some insight into challenging aspects of controlling dynamic
stall in contrast to a quasi-steady separating flow. A synthetic-jet device is usually best
suited for providing small-scale excitations and thus manipulating a separated shear layer.
This may be inadequate for a full suppression of the separation in wide-range, chordscale motion. It may be necessary for a more sophisticated control strategy, such as the
intermittent control investigated by Greenblatt et al. (2001b) or a feedback algorithm,
in order to devise a universally applicable method. A combination of synthetic jets with
large-scale spatial modulations, such as recently proposed by Kim et al. (2004), Kim and
Choi (2005), and Park et al. (2006), is also a good candidate for further exploration.

4. Summary and future work
The present study examined the suitability of URANS as a computational tool for
synthetic-jet design with the objective of developing efficient and universal control strategies for suppression of dynamic stall. For this purpose, flow over a NACA0015 airfoil
pitching about the quarter chord with α(t) = 13◦ + 5◦ sin(ωp t) and k = ωp c/2U = 0.1
at a chord Reynolds number of Re = 300, 000 was computed using the v 2 –f turbulence
model. Several cases controlled by a synthetic jet were also computed. A large deviation
from the experiment was observed for both uncontrolled and controlled cases, suggesting
that contemporary turbulence models should be improved to account for the correct dynamics of a separated shear layer and unsteady separation/reattachment. On the basis
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of the present results, the following studies are ongoing or planned to be conducted in
the near future:
(1) Due to the inaccuracy of URANS observed for both the base and controlled flows,
we conclude that higher-fidelity flow models such as LES are needed to properly analyze
the control mechanism. Currently, an LES is underway at the same flow conditions as the
present case using the incompressible version of CDP (Mahesh et al. 2004) with almost
8 million hexahedral elements.
(2) For more elaborate studies on the control mechanism, two-dimensional simulations of laminar flows over a pitching airfoil at Re = 30, 000 and 90, 000 are also being
performed in parallel. These computations allow a parametric study on synthetic-jet
parameters within a reasonable turnaround, but without any modeling uncertainty.
(3) On the improvement of turbulence models, the rotational correction suggested by
Pettersson Reif et al. (1999) is planned to be applied to flows with synthetic-jet control.
Originally, its concept was derived from and thus best suited for isolated vortices in
the free space, but our experience has shown that its combination with the realizability
constraint yields a noteworthy improvement in the prediction of dynamic stall (Nagarajan
et al. 2006). It would be interesting to see how the correction affects a separated shear
layer.
Detailed results from these studies will be reported in the near future.
The authors gratefully acknowledge Mr. Lee Shunn’s valuable comments on this manuscript.
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